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Addressing SRAM  
verification challenges

SureCore demonstrates robust low power memory for power critical 
applications with Solido Variation Designer 

Executive summary 
SureCore Limited is an SRAM IP company based in Sheffield, the United Kingdom, that develops low 
power memories for current and next generation silicon process technologies. Its award-winning, 
world-leading, low power SRAM designs are process independent and variability tolerant, making them 
suitable for a wide range of technology nodes. Two major product families have been announced: 
PowerMiser™ and EverOn™. PowerMiser is a general purpose SRAM capable of delivering in excess of 
50 percent dynamic and 20 percent static power savings compared to industry standard offerings. 
EverOn is a memory developed specifically for the IoT and wearable markets. It delivers near threshold 
operating voltages facilitating extremely low power operation. Both product families are based on 
standard foundry bit cells and no process modifications are needed to deliver these capabilities. Key to 
achieving market leading low power performance is a comprehensive verification strategy. In this 
paper, co-written with our partners at Siemens EDA, the key elements of this strategy will be explored, 
including focused parametric tests run with Monte Carlo (MC) analysis across the PVT range and high 
sigma analysis, using Solido™ Variation Designer.

Tony Stansfield, CTO, sureCore Limited
Amit Gupta, General Manager for Solido, Siemens EDA
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Verification is an integral part of any integrated 

circuit development process. The verification process 

must establish that the design meets its specified 

yield and performance criteria over the full range of 

operating conditions before tape-out sign-off. The 

process generally involves taking abstractions of the 

design in appropriate forms, for example post-layout 

extracted netlists, and running simulations to validate 

the design performance. The verification process 

must address many different aspects of yield and 

performance, so several different types of design 

abstraction and simulation tooling may be required 

to complete the process. In the case of SRAM this is 

particularly true.

Verification of a complete compiler instance space 

presents several unique challenges. These include 

but are not restricted to: (1) the need to maximize the 

coverage over the entire instance space of the 

compiler range, and (2) the ability to validate design 

performance and parametric yield sufficiently over 

the PVT range. It is essential therefore that SRAM 

verification is based on a variation-aware strategy.

These challenges also have to be addressed within a 

viable design timescale. To meet this goal, the overall 

verification task is split into several unique sub-tasks. 

These include:

• Behavioral model validation

• Full operating mode functional verification

• Top level variation aware parametric functionality

• Cell level parametric yield validation to 6

Each of these tasks involves different levels of design 

abstraction and employs different simulation strate-

gies and toolsets.

These challenges are made particularly onerous when 

verifying near-threshold SRAM solutions, such as the 

sureCore EverOn family. In order to realize significant 

power savings at the system level, this SRAM family 

operates across a very wide operating voltage range, 

from nominal supply voltage down to near-threshold 

operation. For example, in a commercially available 

40ULP process node, the EverOn SRAM supports supply 

voltages from 1.21V down to 0.6V across process 

corners and temperature (from -40°C to 125°C). The 

memory is built around the foundry’s high-density 

low-leakage bitcell. Simulations have demonstrated 

that a combination of assist features achieves better 

than 6σ parametric cell yield in the worst PVT corner. 

Near-threshold designs that provide such operating 

ranges demand an extensive approach to verification 

that relies on a range of validation strategies. These 

include focused parametric tests run with Monte Carlo 

(MC) analysis across the PVT range and high sigma 

analysis, using Solido Variation Designer software from 

Siemens EDA.

Within the context of SRAM development, the verifica-

tion process is complimented by the characterization 

process that extracts data for a particular memory to 

facilitate SoC integration flows. 

Introduction
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SureCore develops memory compilers that push the 

boundaries of low power performance. Obtaining high 

yield is essential, and achieving this while pushing such 

boundaries can only be achieved if variation consider-

ations are the first step in the design, not an after-

thought. Figure 1 shows a simplified depiction of 

sureCore’s design and verification approach. 

One of the first steps in the design process is the 

high-sigma analysis of the cell operation and of the 

critical bit slice. For this, either the Solido High-Sigma 

Monte Carlo (HSMC) or Solido Hierarchical Monte Carlo 

(HMC) tool is used. This involves dedicated test 

benches to test cell read stability, writeability and read 

correctness (including cell, bit line and sense ampli-

fier), as well as the offset of the sense amplifiers 

separately. In designs with hierarchical bit lines, addi-

tional test benches are required that include the global 

sense amplifiers and local write amplifier. For cell-level 

analysis, HSMC is the right tool, while HMC allows 

statistical correctness when considering slices where 

some instances occur more often than others, such as 

cells and sense amplifiers. In this first phase, ideal 

excitations are used for the control signals. Later in the 

design process, these simulations are repeated with 

the control signals as generated by the actual timing 

circuit. Although the tools provide a classifier approach 

that allows the use of non-smooth metrics such as 

binary outcomes, it is preferential to use well estab-

lished metrics such as dynamic SNMread and WTP at this 

stage for the additional insights they provide. As these 

metrics are smooth and well understood, extrapolation 

of the distributions from a normal MC run to the tails 

might seem attractive – this however does not give 

sufficiently accurate estimates of the actual tail proba-

bilities. When other metrics are used, such as the read 

current or vddmin, extrapolation will lead to results that 

can be drastically inaccurate. As such an HSMC 

approach is mandatory.

Memory compiler verification is a considerable under-

taking, so the memory design should aim at making 

verification as easy as is feasible given the other 

constraints – verification-aware design. This includes 

avoiding breakpoints in the instance space and limiting 

access pattern dependencies. Another crucial aspect is 

the development of effective slicing and reduction 

options, which provide crucial simulation speed-up. 

Together, they bring simulation time for a large 

memory instance down from 2 hours to 2.5 minutes 

and drastically reduce server memory load. These 

algorithms are implemented in the back-end compiler2. 

By co-developing the memory design and the compiler, 

these simulation runtime improvements are not only 

available for verification and characterization tasks, but 

also to the design team.

Variation and verification-aware design

When to use EverOn
Having a memory that can operate at any voltage 

between 0.6V and 1.21V greatly simplifies the design of 

systems that use aggressive voltage scaling to balance 

operating frequency and power dissipation. Logic and 

memory can use the same power supply, with their 

performance and power scaling together. There is no 

need for separate logic and memory power domains, level 

shifters at domain boundaries, and synthesis or P&R flows 

to handle multiple supplies. Design effort can focus on 

using voltage scaling to reduce application power rather 

than on trying to ensure it is implemented correctly.

Logic
EverOn™

SRAM DVFS 
Control

1 Additional information can be found in sureCore’s white paper, “Addressing memory compiler characterisation challenges."
2 Additional information on slicing and reduction can be found in sureCore’s white paper, “Efficient memory compilation."
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Figure 1. SureCore's design and verification approach.

Variation-Aware Design
Employ variation analysis from the start of the design cycle

High-sigma analysis of cell and critical path
• Solido Variation Designer High-Sigma Monte Carlo (HSMC)
• Solido Variation Designer Hierarchical Monte Carlo (HMC)
Top-level analysis
• Whitebox MC simulations, checking all critical margins distributions

Avoid race conditions by construction

Verification-Aware Design
Ensure smooth behavior over instance space (avoid breakpoints)

Minimize pattern dependency

Develop effective slicing and reduction options for simulation speed-up

Memory Design – Compiler Co-Development

Provides instance-space sweep capabilities early in the design cycle

Shortens time to compiler completion

Single, formal communication channel to verification and characterization during the 
entire design cycle: versioned back-end compiler releases

Versioned back-end compiler release
(Release candidate or intermediate)

Verification Objectives

Verify that functionality, performance, and yield meet requirements

Verify back-end and front-end compiler over entire instance space, all PVTs

Within the design timescale

Verification Tasks

Behavioral validation: Verilog versus SPICE versus expected response

Verify correctness of sliced and reduced instances generated by compiler

Full-memory parametric verification and yield analysis over instance space 
(enabled by slice and reduced instance views)

Full-Memory Parametric Verification

Top-level MC simulations on sliced, reduced DSPF netlists
(covering PVT and instance space)

• Powerful in-house tools built around SPICE-accurate commercial simulators

• Generic parametric checks:
Pulse widths, transition times, signal levels, and behavior consistency

• Product-specific parametric tests:
Internal bit line voltages, timing margin between special events.

Full-Memory Yield Analysis

Top-level memory yield analysis over process corners

• Solido Variation Design Hierarchical Monte Carlo (HMC)

Sign-off back-end compiler release

Design of 
memory and 
compiler

Verification
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SRAM functional specification
The functionality of an EverOn memory is a 

superset of that of an ordinary SRAM. In addi-

tion to addressing data_in, data_out, enable 

and read/notWrite ports, it also has multiple 

power-down modes and a control interface 

that allows timing and assist levels to be 

modified to compensate for reduced supply 

voltage. Input scan chains, data_in to data_out 

bypass, and BIST muxes are provided to enable 

integration into standard SoC test flows.

To help with SoC integration the Verilog 

behavioral model includes checks that the 

power-down modes, and the timing and assist 

controls, are used correctly. 

Variants of the basic EverOn memory are 

available that include one or more of:

• Per byte write enables

• Spare rows for yield improvement

Behavioral validation
The sureCore memory compiler produces several views 

for system-level validation and integration. Amongst 

these is a behavioral back-annotatable Verilog model 

for RTL and gate level simulation. It is imperative that 

this model accurately reflects the behavior of the 

physical design. The sureCore memory compiler 

comprises of two parts: (1) the Front-End compiler 

(FEC) that creates views for the front-end of the design 

cycle (such as the behavioral Verilog model), and (2) 

the Back-End compiler (BEC) that creates all of the 

physical design views for final integration (GDSII/CDL). 

Functional accuracy of the Verilog model is validated 

using the FEC to generate the Verilog model and the 

BEC to generate an equivalent SPICE netlist. Both views 

are tested against a set of common tests and expected 

responses derived from the test stimuli, as shown in 

figure 2. The suite of test sequences is designed to 

cover the full range of operating configurations.

Variation-aware full-memory parametric 

verification
The sureCore verification flow includes a range of 

targeted parametric tests. In addition to validating 

basic functional write-read operations, these tests also 

validate parametric performance over the full range of 

specified PVT corner points. In the case of the sureCore 

EverOn family implemented on a 40ULP process node, 

these corners cover an operating voltage range from 

0.6V to 1.21V and a temperature range from -40˚C to 

125˚C. This is in addition to all the process corners.

The tests are run using Monte Carlo simulations that 

are executed at the top level, full memory instance 

view using sliced and reduced netlists. The netlist slice 

and reduction algorithms are separately validated for 

accuracy. The verification checks are structured to 

maximize test coverage across the compiler instance 

space.

Verification

Figure 2: Verilog versus SPICE verification flow.
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Figure 3 shows a simplified depiction of the scripted 

parametric verification flow. It works by analyzing the 

saved waveform databases containing all signals at the 

full memory level from every Monte Carlo run 

performed on every selected PVT and instance space 

corner. Analyzing such complete waveform databases 

and comparing behavior across the different MC and 

corner runs allows a wealth of information to be 

extracted regarding the parametric health of the 

design, leading to the establishment of confidence in 

projected performance and yield capabilities. The 

parametric checks analyzed on every internal node 

include measurements on the signal transition times, 

pulse widths, signal levels and signal behavior consis-

tency. The capabilities of the automatic checks are 

further enhanced by sureCore’s in-house Reconvergent 

Path Analysis tool, described in the next section. This 

tool determines all gates in the design with multiple 

active inputs and checks the relative order of these 

events. In addition to these generic checks, a set of 

targeted product family specific parametric tests are 

included in the standard flow. These product-specific 

Figure 3. Parametric verification and yield analysis.

Selection of simulations to maximize coverage over PVT and instance space

Instance 1 (512 x 16)
• PVT 1 SSG, 0.6V, -40C (1000 MC)
• PVT 2 FFG, 1.21V, 125C (no MC)
• …
• PVT M1 SFG, 0.81V, 125C (100 MC)

• HMC (0.6V, -40C)
• …
• HMC (0.81V, -40C)

Instance 1 (512 x 18) … Instance N (8K x 64)
• PVT 1 SSG, 0.6V, -40C (1000 MC)
• PVT 2 FFG, 1.21V, 125C (no MC)
• …
• PVT MN SFG, 0.81V, 125C (100 MC)

• HMC (0.6V, -40C)

Health checks – top level MC simulations in selected PVT corners

Top-level extracted 
netlist (DSPF) 
sliced + reduced

Waveform database
All signals stored for each run

Top-level MC using SPICE-accurate simulator
Save all signals for each run. Convert to sureCore’s compressed 
near-lossless database format, enabling efficient processing

Instance N (8K x 64) Product-specific checks
• Pulse widths
• Transition times
• Signal levels
• Behaviour consistency of MC runs

Reconvergent path analysis adds capabilities
Consistency check on input event order for each gate 
“difference in input arrive time” distribution provides 
early warning system

• Internal bit line voltages
• Assist voltage levels
• Timing margin between special events

o Time margin between sufficient BL signal and SA trigger
o Time margin between decode ready and timed activation
o …

Summary reports and graphs
Access to raw simulation results for inspection

Yield analysis using Solido Hierarchical Monte Carlo (HMC)

Top-level extracted 
netlist (DSPF) 
sliced + reduced

Chip-level yield estimate
Solido Hierarchical Monte Carlo
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tests will differ between the sureCore EverOn and 

PowerMiser families and will include checks on identi-

fied critical parametrics such as the measured internal 

bit line voltages at the associated sampling trigger 

point (figure 4).

Information about each measured parametric test from 

every Monte Carlo batch run on each PVT/instance 

corner is collated into a summary report for ease of 

interpretation. The summary collates information 

about the maximum and minimum bounds observed 

on each parameter and measured against a specified 

test limit.

Figure 4: Example parametric distribution, one of many captured by the automatic parametric health checks. Even in the worst  
PVT corner (0.6V, SSG, -40˚C), sufficient global bit line signal is available.
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Reconvergent Path Analysis
To further strengthen the verification effort, sureCore 

developed a Reconvergent Path Analysis tool. This tool 

extracts all gates and their connectivity from the dspf 

netlist. A very limited amount of configuration has to 

be provided to properly deal with virtual supplies, pass 

gate logic and special constructs such as the local bit 

lines. This information is then combined with the 

simulation waveform database. One way to use this is 

to visualize the activity in the memory, as shown in 

figure 5. The triangles indicate rising and falling edges 

at the output of a gate; the lines between triangles 

indicate that one output signal is the input for another 

gate. Some special events are also highlighted. This 

interactive graph provides a wealth of information to 

the memory designer. 

The same gate information can be used to extend the 

automatic verification flow. For gates that have 

multiple active inputs, the input events should always 

arrive in the same order for all MC runs. For example, 

for a WL driver, the output of the predecoders should 

be ready before the timed activation signal arrives, 

otherwise timing control is lost. When this happens in 

the tail of the distribution, de-coder delay variation 

causes word line pulse shrinking, which creates an 

unexpected heavy tail towards short word line pulse 

widths. If no explicit check on the order of these signal 

is in place, then it would be very easy to overlook this 

problem when running only a few thousand MC simu-

lations since the issue doesn’t immediately manifest in 

the WL pulse width, let alone in the behavior at the IO 

ports. Reconvergent Path Analysis finds all gates with 

multiple active inputs and checks the distribution of 

the relative timing between the signals. If input order 

violations are likely to happen within the yield target, 

Reconvergent Path Analysis can flag these, even if the 

actual situation did not occur in the performed MC 

simulations.

Figure 5: Visualization of the activity inside the memory (read at reduced voltage with several assists enabled).  
The same information is used in Reconvergent Path Analysis.
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As chips become more complex, the chance of failure 

also increases, making it difficult to measure the effects 

of variation on designs quickly and accurately. Often, 

extra margin is added to compensate for this uncer-

tainty, sacrificing power, performance and area. Two 

available tools for SRAM yield analysis verification and 

validation from the Solido design automation portfolio 

include High Sigma Monte Carlo (HSMC) and 

Hierarchical Monte Carlo (HMC). Both of these varia-

tion-aware techniques meet requirements for fast, 

accurate, scalable, and verifiable techniques for reducing 

margins in near-threshold designs. These tools are an 

intrinsic part of the sureCore verification process.

The HSMC approach3 in Solido produces an accurate 

high-sigma (greater than 3 ) analysis of a distribution 

by optimizing the specific statistical sampling, reducing 

the number of required SPICE simulations to accurately 

realize a particular yield assessment. The HSMC 

approach prioritizes the cases that are most likely to 

fail, focusing on the worst-case scenarios, therefore 

streamlining the number of SPICE simulations required. 

This technique targets analysis on the extreme tail of a 

distribution, providing a lean process using fewer 

resources and simulations to analyze cases where 

verifiable analysis is most needed. Instead of running 

all simulations, HSMC provides accurate information in 

orders of magnitude fewer simulations, reducing 

over- or under-design in near-threshold situations.

HSMC can provide accurate information about the 

behavior of a design at the extreme tail of a distribution, 

making it an ideal tool for fast and accurate high-sigma 

Monte Carlo analysis. In bitcell analysis for example, 

HSMC is typically able to find the first 100 failures within 

the first 5,000 simulated samples. In traditional Monte 

Carlo analysis, finding the same number of failures 

would typically require up to 1.5 million samples, often 

without finding a single failure in the first 5,000 

samples4. Including HSMC accurately accelerates the 

design loop by reducing potential design iterations and 

the need for over-margining in worst-case situations, 

which is of crucial importance for near-threshold 

designs. Similar behavior is observed in sense amp 

power consumption but all 100 failures can typically be 

found within the first 1,000 Monte Carlo samples.

As an extension of HSMC, Solido Hierarchical Monte Carlo 

(HMC) provides variation-aware statistical verification on 

critical paths, providing a lean process for fast, scalable, 

verifiable and accurate full memory Monte Carlo analysis. 

This is especially important when determining yield for the 

entire chip, including control logic, sense amps, and bit 

cells, where a simulation for a single instance can be 

time- and resource-intensive.

For example, in a case to achieve a desired overall yield of 3  

on a typical memory chip, required yield at the control 

logic-, sense amp-, and bitcell-level are 4.25 , 5.1 , and 

5.95 , resulting in up to billions of Monte Carlo simulations 

to achieve full coverage (table 1). Current techniques to 

ensure full design coverage include potentially running all 

components to 6 , running local variation at FF and SS 

corners, and combining required yield from each sub-block 

assuming that all worst-cases occur simultaneously. Each of 

these strategies results in over-design and is very complex 

to implement.

Component # of  
Replications

# of  
Monte Carlo 
Simulations

Required  
Yield ( )

Control logic 128 (per chip) 1.81 million 4.25 

Sense amp 64 x 128 8,000 80.7 million 5.1 

Bitcell 128 x 64 x 128  
1 million

7.56 billion 5.95 

Table 1. To achieve desired yield of 99.865% (3 , or 1 failure 

per 741) on a typical memory chip, required yield of each 

individual element ranges from 4.25  to 5.95 , requiring 

billions of Monte Carlo simulations for full chip coverage.

Solido HMC provides accurate statistical reconstruction of 

the entire on-chip memory structure by building a statistical 

hierarchical reconstruction. It applies a similar sampling 

approach as HSMC, but carries out multiple parallel high-

sigma analyses across each memory component (control 

logic, sense amp, bitcell) to meet the desired chip yield. 

This fast, verifiable technique optimizes chip yield and 

reduces over-design while still maintaining full variation 

coverage with Monte Carlo accuracy. 

 

Variation-aware yield analysis validation

3 See Solido white paper, "HSMC for High Yield and Performance Memory Design." 
4 ibid.
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Near-threshold designs such as the sureCore EverOn 

family demand an especially rigorous approach to 

verification. When operating at 0.6V in a 40ULP node 

(near-threshold), the delay of a regular logic gate can 

increase by more than a factor of 10 due to mismatch. 

As the delay dependency on ∆VT is exponential as weak 

devices enter sub-threshold, the distribution of delay is 

strongly non-Gaussian, so extrapolations should be 

treated with extreme caution. Even when considering 

two paths consisting of larger devices, or of a long chain 

of gates, delay difference between the paths can vary 

dramatically between for example SFG and FSG if the 

paths are not identically exposed to NMOS and PMOS 

transistors. Incorrect internal timing sequences can be 

catastrophic, especially under low voltage operation. 

Because of this increased sensitivity to variation, care 

must be taken to cover an extended PVT corner range 

during verification and internal glitch conditions must  

be adequately examined.

Near-threshold operation poses a challenge for bitcell 

operation as standard foundry bit cells will not operate 

at lower level supply voltages. Alternative cells are much 

larger and have higher leakage and are hence not an 

attractive option. This necessitates the use of assist 

circuitry to deliver bit cell functionality and performance 

at low voltage. This does increase the number of critical 

events that need to be monitored and validated during 

the verification process, along with a need to verify the 

acceptability of the assist levels across the process and 

temperature corners, and across the instance space. To 

ensure high yield, sureCore performs HSMC simulations on 

the cell and bitslice in the worst case PVT corners, using 

excitations corresponding to the worst instance size. Even 

in these worst conditions and process corner, sureCore’s 

EverOn memories achieve a HSMC cell failure rate below 

1e-9 (6-sigma).

Near-threshold SRAM verification

Silicon validation
The ultimate proof of SRAM functionality is, of 

course, the behavior seen in a real chip. The 

EverOn memories described in this document 

have been subjected to extensive silicon 

validation by sureCore and by SoC developers. 

This work has demonstrated correct behavior 

across the expected range of temperature 

(-40°C to 125°C), voltage (0.6V t0 1.21V) and 

process (using deliberately skewed MPW 

wafers to test SS, SF, FS, FF, and TT corners).

Not only are the memories seen to be func-

tional across the expected range, but there is 

close agreement between simulated and 

measured operating frequency and between 

simulated and measured power dissipation. 

This gives us confidence not just in the design 

of the EverOn memory, but also in the verifica-

tion strategy described in this document.
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Verification is the most critically important part of 

SRAM compiler development. Delivering low power 

SRAM solutions further exacerbates the challenges as 

near-threshold operation compounds multiple issues 

and increases the effects of process variation. This 

paper has highlighted some of the methodologies and 

tools sureCore uses in order to meet the challenges in a 

robust, practical and timely manner. Of course, this 

must be complemented by a similarly extensive silicon 

evaluation program, including cross PVT testing as well 

as HTOL validation to demonstrate long-term reliability. 

By combining these two elements, sureCore has 

demonstrated robust world beating low power 

memory for power critical applications.

For further information, please contact enquiries@

sure-core.com

Summary

This document is an updated version of one first published in 2017. Since then, the methodology described 

here has been further extended, and has been successfully applied to SRAMs and register files using bulk 

CMOS, FDSOI, and FinFET process technologies.
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